The VoiceLink Plus system is an essential complement to the interactive whiteboard system: Whiteboard for visual, VoiceLink Plus to reinforce the teacher’s voice and amplify media sources. The VoiceLink Plus system features an infrared wireless microphone receiver with a 20 watt amplifier to power two or four speakers. An infrared transmitter/microphone transmits the teacher’s voice with absolute clarity and complete freedom of movement throughout the room. An auxiliary input on the front panel facilitates the output of a computer DVD or iPod to supplement the instructional program.

The ESSENTIAL classroom sound-field system

The voice is a teacher’s most powerful teaching tool, but it also needs to be protected. The VoiceLink Plus system allows the teacher to speak more comfortably and be heard more precisely, no matter where the teacher is located.

TeachLogic has developed infrared technology to a very high level that guarantees constant connectivity. Our microphone capsules ensure that you can achieve the maximum amount of gain before feedback, while maintaining a very natural reproduction of the presenter’s voice.
**All Voicelink Plus Systems Include**

- Voicelink Plus Receiver/Amplifier: IMA-100
- Ceiling Sensor for IR connectivity: ICS-55
- Four Speakers, either:
  - Ceiling-Mount with Tile Bridge: SP-628
  - Wall-Mount with bracket: SP-2000
  - Lay-In Panel Speaker with 60’ of 18 gauge cable: SP-628L

**Complementary Components to Complete the System**

**System Models**

- **IRV-3150** two speaker package: IRV-3415 four speaker package
  - Sapphire transmitter/microphone with Lithium battery (IRT-55), Plug-in battery charger (BRC-15) and choice of Speaker Package

- **IRV-3200** two speaker package: IRV-3420 four speaker package
  - Crescent transmitter/microphone with Duracell NiMH battery (IRT-30) with plug-in microphone (PM-505), Drop-in battery charger (BRC-50) and choice of Speaker Package

- **IRV-3350** two speaker package: IRV-3435 four speaker package
  - Handheld transmitter/microphone with Duracell NiMH battery (IRH-35), Drop-in battery charger (BRC-101) and choice of Speaker Package

**Either Ceiling or Wall-Mount Speakers Included**

**Ceiling Mount Speakers with Tile Bridge Model: SP-628**
- Full range speaker with a 6.5” woofer and a high frequency dome tweeter for wide dispersion of critical “consonant” frequencies.
- Speaker is enclosed in a sealed metal backcan with plenum rating.

**Wall-Mount Speaker with Bracket Model: SP-2000**
- Two-way speaker with a 5” woofer and a high frequency mylar dome tweeter housed in a port tuned enclosure.
- Extended bass response for full rich sound.

**Optional Easy Installation Speaker**

**Lay-in Panel Speaker with Full Range Speaker Model: SP-628L**
- Same SP-628 speaker mounted on a quarter ceiling panel with T-bar attached for labor saving installation.
- Heavy duty, powder coated for buzz free performance.
- (Option: additional cost)

---

**Amplifier/Receiver Features**

- Two Power Amplifiers: 10 watts ea
- One IR wireless microphone receiver
- One Auxiliary front panel line level input with adjustable gain, 3.5mm input jack
- Two RCA sensor inputs
- One four-pin phoenix speaker connector
- Mounting bracket
- Light Weight 1 lb.

---

**VoiceLink Plus Systems Components and Accessories**

- Base Station
- Choice of Transmitters
- Drop-In Charger
- Ceiling Sensor
- Ceiling or Wall Speaker